PRODUCT CONTROL
Take control of your products by eliminating the need for multiple labels. Create the variables as needed while determining your own quantities.

INVENTORY CONTROL
Reduce inventory by utilizing a pre-printed label template that can be applied to a variety of different products.

OVERALL CONTROL
Change products with ease and reduce waste when these changes are required.

Tags for Harsh Environments

Resists Harsh Weather Conditions
- Rain
- Snow
- Heat
- Temperatures of - 45° below 0

Resistant to Chemicals
- Oil Lubricants
- Transmission Fluid
- Anti-Freeze

Compatible with Existing Systems
- Hollander™ Power Link 1 & 2
- Pinnacle™
- Checkmate™

Color Coding Technology Available
- Color coordinate your inventory
- Find parts with ease

Pre-printed Custom Designs Available
- Add your company logo
- Web address promo & more

Compare Ultratag to Common Tyvek™ Tags
Tyvek™ Material
- Absorbs common automotive chemicals
- Imprint will often fade or smear
- Easily falls from parts

Won’t Crack or Fade